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Evide i g short i terve tio s - O e-off e ou ter  
data olle tio  

Introduction 

A large number of voluntary and community sector groups provide crucial frontline interventions 

(advice, services and activities) that people access once.  

What is a o e-off e ou ter ? 

 Someone visits a community organisation and receives some important advice and 

support; 

 However, at least in the short-term, they do not return to that organisation or 

engage any further with its services 

Examples: 

 Someone visits a drop-i  e tre just for a look  

 A volunteer meets someone who has sought out a befriending service in their 

home for the first time 

 Support is offered for a specific day or meeting but no longer term contact is 

necessarily sought or envisaged 

 Someone arrives at an organisation seeking advice or support clearly in a state of 

distress 

A  outrea h  eeti g is orga ised here o ta t ith i di iduals or a o u it  
is made for the first time 

Evidencing the impact of these encounters presents particular challenges
1
 for organisations and 

groups, and those personnel (staff and volunteer) responsible for gathering the data. 

This scenario is both ethically and logistically problematic for organisations and the challenges 

include:  

1. Potential to over-burden  an important moment eg ith for -filli g  

2. Implications for building trust and the likelihood of that person finding the support they 

need or sharing the fullest information to get the best service 
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3. Assumptions from funders that this encounter is necessarily the beginning of a journey 

that one organisation can map over time to show progress using scales, before and 

after  easures  

A different approach 

Step 1. Map your encounters 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Create a ap  of here the important encounters with people happen within your service 

or organisation. Discuss the common questions and situations that arise within those key 

encounters with colleagues 

Step 2. Determine an ethical and dignified encounter 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Discuss with colleagues who are involved in those encounters what the ethical questions 

are that they face. For example: is it possible that the person you are supporting will be 

distressed? 

Step 3. Work out scale and appropriateness 

According to your answer to the above, think about whether you should have a data collection 

that can be scaled appropriately and enact a choice: 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Q. What s your choice? 

a. Data collection in the encounter? 

b. Data collection after the encounter? 

a. Methods of collecting data in the encounter 

- Person asked to complete multiple questionnaire(s) and equal opportunities 

monitoring forms 

- Person supported to complete questionnaires and forms through worker/volunteer 

verbally asking questions 

- Questionnaires and equal opportunities forms synthesised into one set of questions 

that worker/volunteer asks verbally 

- Data inputted directly (e.g. case notes and questionnaire answers) into a computer 

during encounter 

- Notes taken (description of encounter written down). Handwritten, discreetly, whilst 

talking 

b. Methods of collecting data after the encounter 

- Immediately after encounter write a description of what happened 
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- Work out through team discussion what the salient details are to capture 

- Develop a paper-based template with prompts for your notes 

Step 4. Re-centre your data strategy on achieving ethical, person-centred encounters 

Fu ders te d to pla e fo us e lusi el  o  ser i e user jour e s  here that jour e  is taken to be 

s o ous ith progress . Progress is assumed and considered measurable. However, for 

orga isatio s  hose practice is informed by person-centred values this neglects the fact that it is 

both welcome and appropriate for people to seek the support they need from different 

organisations at different points in time. Re-centring your data strategy will involve looking at 3 

areas: 

 What sits around the journey? 

 Are before and after measures appropriate? 

 Mapping a typical or model journey 

-  What sits around the journey? 

If all data olle tio  is ased o  the o ept of a ser i e user jour e  the  a proportio  of that 
which VCS organisations do is rendered meaningless or lost. One-off encounters and their 

significance go unrecognised. Signposting, partnership and collaboration between organisations 

are unaccounted for. 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Q. What else can you collect that sits around  the journey for your service users? 

Examples: 

 Signposting 

 Partnership 

 Collaboration 

 Verbal cues; a smile 

- Are before and after measures appropriate? 

Before and after measures – such as Outcome Star – and use of ell ei g s ales are all predi ated 
on the notion of a measurable journey. Use of these easures produ es e phasis o  the first 
e ou ter  here efore data  has to e olle ted i  order for the jour e  to e aptured. 

First encounters are of particular significance. They are where trust is built, needs are heard the 

reaching out, and that reaching out ei g et ith o passio .  

There are ethical implications to an over-emphasis on journey.  

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Q. What s your choice? 

a. Use before and after measures? 
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b. Do t use efore a d after easures? 

(Where possible) be selective a out he  efore a d after  easures based on journeys 

and measurable progress are used. 

For example:- appropriate for a 10 week course; not appropriate for the first meeting 

initiated by a befriending service for people who are isolated in their community where 

outreach and building trust are key. 

- Mapping a typical or model journey for your organisation/group service user 

Nonetheless, organisations do have people who progress through services offered by their 

organisation and they have knowledge of how those people progress. They also know or have a 

good idea of which organisations people seek support from in conjunction with their own. 

From that knowledge it may be possible to gather a portfolio  of e ide e that olle ti el  
evidences and models parts of the journey for individual people seeking support 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Task - Map a typi al , odel  or ideal  jour ey or jour eys  

Different parts of this journey (or transitions from one part of a service to another) can be 

evidenced by different testimonials from people who made that transition. Data does not 

have to come from one individual or collection of individuals. It can be collated from a 

range of different experiences to give a representative illustration. 

Advantages: creates data that offers a means of recognising and learning from encounters 

that do not lead to a o plete jour e . 

Step 5. Work with partner organisations to uild  the pi ture 

Organisation/Group Development Prompt: 

Map a set of relationships between organisations (statutory and non-statutory) with 

whom a person seeking support and interacts. 

- Derive this from existing, longer term service users accounts of service use 

- Capture testimonials from people who use, and offer, a group of services 

- Find out how and why people use different services 

- May be possible to give meaning to one-off encounters if informal signposting and 

referral are known to occur 

Evidence and model parts of the journey for individual people seeking support with 

testimonials from service users combined with testimonials from other organisations 

people typically use to create a model ase stud  fro  a  aggregate of people s 
experiences. 
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This approach is only ever an illustrative model. It ma  eed se eral t pi al  odels. Maybe 

unethical to model in this way (i.e. models should not become targets). 

 

Step 6. Create a portfolio of evidence for funders 

Voluntary and community service groups are accountable to their stakeholders including their 

funding agencies. 

Outputs of the above approach could provide a context for one-off encounters that links services 

together and demonstrates the value of one-off encounters. 

Case studies of model service user journey, count of people who undergo all or part of this 

journey, testimonials from them… et . provide capacity to make statements such as: 

If so eo e uses ser i e ,  a d  the  t pi all  go o  to…a d this sa es statutor  
ser i es…  

If so eo e usi g our ser i e ere to follo  this odel jour e  e ould sa e statutor  
ser i es…..  

We ha e e ide e that appro i atel   u er of people pote tiall  follo  this odel 
jour e  

Ho e er,  umber of people just come to see us once. We pro ide this for the …  

We k o  that a  of the people we see on a one-off basis go on to use this ser i e…  

 

The advantages of this approach for funders are: 

 Demonstrates how community partners support statutory organisations 

 Demonstrates the i porta e groups appl  to i lusi e, ethi al a d safeguarded  pra ti e 

in providing services for individuals with complex needs and whose care is passed between 

providers 

 Demonstrates and build evidence for and of collaboration and joined-up working across 

voluntary and community sector service provision 

 Provides arguably more meaningful data for design of future commissioned service than 

pres ripti e ti k o  easures 

 

 

The E ide i g short i ter e tio s – O e-off  i ter e tio s a d data olle tio  is authored  
the MEI Partnership and is a freely available cultural work licensed under CC BY 2.0 

 

We would be grateful if you would attribute this work to us when you use it.   

Many thanks. 
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